Global Digital Marketing Summit (GDMS) is an online conference spirited in bringing the global Digital marketers and enthusiasts collaboratively in order to impart innovation and perception in the digital marketing field. GDMS e3 furnishes chances to equip yourself with the most upgraded standards in the digital field in the most efficient way possible.

**Foot Prints**

**GDMS e1 2017**
- 65 speakers
- 90+ countries
- 2247 attendees

**GDMS e2 2018**
- 88 speakers
- 3 government bodies
- 93+ countries
- 3873 attendees
- Nigeria & Jamaica Live

**NETWORKING BOON**
An excellent platform to meet professionals globally and transfer knowledge and capitalize informations. GDMS e3 stimulates participants to network with each other for valuable outcomes.

**MEDIUM FOR INNOVATIONS**
GDMS e3 stands as an arena for portraying your ideas and innovations. It is the right track to keep an eye as there are multidimensional experts from all over the globe to share their knowledge and experience.

**SET THE GRADE**
Get load of the tactical and practical content of current strategies, the latest technologies, top practices and many more from vibrant speakers to stay ahead of the curve.

**Where are the events happening?**

- Jamaica
- Nigeria
- Germany
- New York
TOPICS

- Visual Search
- Video Marketing
- Agile Marketing
- AI & Behavioral Marketing
- Voice Search
- Programmatic Advertising
- Social Media Stories
- Big Data and Predictive Analysis

Key Speakers

Keith Keller
(Twitter Specialist)

Julian Smit
(Founder)

Miri Rodriquez
(Storyteller)

Judy Winslow
(C.E.O.)
Get insights about trend-forward digital marketing sessions and lots of practical takeaways

An eye opener to all the Digital Elites around the globe

Global Digital Marketing Summit e3 is ready hit the pace on May 8 & 9

Featuring the Digital pace!
Where innovation meets creativity!

Get yourself registered to outreach Digital marketing techniques.

Join Us

Contact Info:

Texila Technologies,
34/1, Ground Floor,
K.S. Arunachalam Road, K.K. Pudur,
Coimbatore - 641 038

info@texilaconference.org
+91-80565-80933

gdms.texilaconference.org